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* There are many other plants at
Taylor Head — each in their season.
ranging from Apple and Cherry blossom
kilacs. Rhubarb. Wild Roses, garden
escapes, through to several species
of bog Orchids.

Identified by Alex Wilson (who
must dread to see your Editor come

• into the Museum on Mondays) under
- the NSM high power microscope,were

Sandwort, Arrowgrass, a minute
• Buttercup (Ranuncuiue cymbaiaria),

• Lesser Stitchwort, Chokeberry, Bed-
straw and male and female reproduct
ive bodies on two Bayberry bushes.

** The snail from the marsh meadow
was id’d by Ursula Grigg as ‘the
infamous’ Amber Snail, Succinea sp.,
not easy to identify, but roughly
speaking if you find it in fresh
water or moist litter conditions,
its S. ovaiie,if around salt water
its Succinea sp.

P.S. : to those of you who
have not yet visited this new park
area. — there IS another trail
around the centre neck of the
peninsula — easier walking, on the
level, it includes beach, dunes,
the old farm sites and tide pools;
takes one to 1½ hours.

nature
notes

UI [[70145
(extract from Catherine TraiLi
Nature CLub News Letter, June ‘83)
The beauty of the flowers has
enticed many to gather bouquets
often not realising that in doing

‘- so the whole plant is invariably
taken because the underground
bulb - now robbed of nourishment

• will dies.

.....In June Andrew Macrarlane watched
an Osprey being driven out of the
Public Gardens by a large Gull......
early in September Park ducks seen
flying in strings over NSM, heading
for - where? do they really leave
the Gardens or Just think they should?

.....do Crows have a sense of smell?
Our local marauders wait on one
neighbourhood lawn for the wilEly
garbage put out in small white or
regulation black b&gs; after several
minutes’ scouting,the ‘lead man’ care
fully selects one bag and calls in
the demolition gang. What has my
neighbour got that the rest of us
haven’t?...., same black gang.seen
fighting over an 8” styrofoam tray
which even through binoculars
appeared as clean as a whistle;
one lame Crow with last of his neck
feathers pulled out did quite well
in the silent battlq - the event
ual winner flew over the rooftops
carrying his trophy,now full of
holes, halfheartedly pursued
by the rest.



IMPRESSIONS OF CAPE SPLIT

The allure of Cape Split does not
fade, otherwise why would members
who have made numerous trips there
congregate at the Museum on a most
unpromising morning, with the pros
pect of slogging miles along water
logged track, struggling ever higher
through dank, dark woods, persever-~
ing with varying degrees of deter~
mination or faintheartedness toward
the ultimate goal? (Which last
year was so shrouded in fog, the
nesting gulls were mere fuzzy blobs
on a barely discernable backdrop).
Doris’ assertion that the weather
always improves beyond Mt. Uniacke
was greeted with hope by some and
dubious snorts from pessimistic
types, but the party eventually
sorted itself out into carloads and
set off in convoy around 9.30 a.m.

If anything, the clouds were more
menacing and the rain heavier as we
passed the promised magic point on
the Windsor highway, but Doris was
vindicated handsomely as we pursued
our north—westerly course because
the sun finally broke through and
dispelled all fears of a long, wet
walk. We pulled off at the Blomidon
Look-Off, and were enthralled by the
wide sweep of beautiful cultivated
fields and orchards spread below us
in fascinating patterns of shape and
colour. Scot’s Bay on the far side
of the province was reached about
11 a.m., and there we prepared for
the attack on ‘the soggy bit’ at the
beginning of the trail by donning an
assortment of ‘wellies’ and stout
boots

c -

The first section was particularly
wet this year after the heavy spring
rains, and running water on the path
was met with several times as we
climbed through the coniferous woods.

Even though the first weekend in
June is tha time chosen each year
for the Cape Split hike, conditions
vary from year to year and nature
springs surprises on those of us who
may be looking forward to greeting
familiar flowers. Mild weather earl
ier in the season apparently induced
several species to bloom at the soon
est possible date, with the result
that we were too late to see the
glory of hundreds of red Trilliums
or the carpet of flowering Dutch
man’s Breeches. But Violets - blue,
white and deep mauve - dotted the
cool, damp floor of the lower woods,
masses of Dwarf Cornel (Bunchberry)
abounded, while friendly little May
flower, Starflower and Oxalis were
scattered throughout. A sharp-eyed
member spotted a One-flowered Winter-
green, a tiny plant whose single
flower stem rises from a basal
rosette of dark green rounded leaves.

Ferns in great variety were at
their delicate best - tender young
fronds of the lighest spring green
illuminated the rain-blackened
needles of Spruce and Pine under
foot. A Christmas Fern was discover
ed while we were investigating a
strange, evergreen ground cover.
which, on closer inspection, turned
out to be Spruce growing like a flat
ruff around an old cut bole. Forays
of this nature created a ‘split’ in
the group, with about half forging
ahead to explore the cove where so
often gemstones may be found, the
remainder lagging behind to pore
over finds, consult field guides,
and attempt to lure elusive Warblers
into showing themselves long enough
for positive identification.

The path still climbing, we
finally spotted our first Spring
R.eauty of the day, and were rewarded
by seeing many more before reaching
‘the Boot Tree’ , where a hol low trunk
just off the trail provides handy
stowage space for gumboots. After
shedding our necessary but cumbersome
footwear, we set off again lightfootec
in sneakers. -



Now the terrain had changed, and
new plants in profusion provided
ground cover in a lighter atmosphere.
Hardwood trees were dominant in this
area, their fresh leaves providing
a canopy that allowed the sunlight
to dapple the path and the count
less shades of green bordering it.
Dutchman’s Breeches abound here, but
only their feathery cut leaves were
in evidence. Alas, no fragile dry
ing lines bright with miniature
pantaloons swaying in the breeze!
But, to compensate, we did see many
fine samples of Rose Twisted—stalk
with its decorative nodding pink
bells. Lovely clumps of Violets
were abundant, and among the plants
we noted were l3aneberry, False Sol
omon’s Seal, W~hite Mandarin, Kidney
leaved Buttercup and Sweet Cecily.
Bird calls were still much in
evidence and our two birders shared
their enthusiasm over various sight
ings. The rest of us found that our
untrained eyes needed assistance in
locating birds which we could hear
but could not see!

On reaching the fork in the path
(well—marked by a large, arrow and a
sign left by those who had gone
ahead) we decided that our tardiness
disallowed a detour to the cove,
thereby saving ourselves a tricky
scramble down and back up the gully,
and we pressed on to the Split. The
last stretch was hot — garments were
divested and footsteps became im
patient. And then, at last, we
were there! A sudden transition
from enclosed greenery to a tremend
ous sweep of sky, intensely blue and
alive with moving air. Grass under
foot, a last short slope and then
the immensity of the view from the
spectacular 250 foot high cliff.

The eye was drawn back along the
Fundy shore, across the channel to
Cumberland County and then eastward
up Minas Basin leading into Cobequid
Bay. In the immediate foreground,
just yards away, stood the great
crag of rock, riven from its parent
landmass and isolated by the waters
swinging round its base. Its uneven

grassy crown provides a dramatic
but safe nesting ground for Black—
backed Gulls who raised raucous
choruses of disdain in our direction.
The chicks were there, well camou
flaged in their fluffy grey down,
and hard to see until they moved.
What a thrill to be able to watch
them so closely! On the lower rock
beyond the Split was a cluster of
Cormorants, and sliding into view
at sea level came a convoy of Common
E~ider Ducks in line—ahead formation.
When they came in closer to shore,
we were able to watch two of the males
diving to feed, their white backs
glowing greenish under water.
Further out someone spotted a
Harbour Porpoise. Several hundred
yards beyond the end of the Cape,
the turmoil of the tide rip invited
closer study through field glasses.
The welter of broken water was awe
some in its violence, almost
hypnotic in its roiling motion. I
fervently hope that I will never
be closer to that fearful power than
the binoculars took me!

We hungrily attacked a late
lunch on that superlative cliff—
top picnic site, with items of
interest drawing our attention be
tween bites - the old Raven’s nest
20 or 30 feet down on the inner
face of the Split; Herring Gulls
nesting on scant ledges on the rock
face; an Osprey planing high over
head and swooping madly over the
edge of the cliff. This was living!

BUt the return trip had yet to
be faced, so we packed up our
things and left with reluctance.
Rather than retrace all our steps,
we decided to follow the cliff path
which gave us spectacular views out
over the bay and down to the boulder-
strewn beaches. A variety of berry
bushes were scattered beside the
trail and over the grassy slope -

Blueberry, Gooseberry, Blackberry
and Raspberry gave promise of good
eating later in the year. We were
soon among the trees again, with
the path alternately dipping and
climbing, and it was hot going as



we toiled up the steeper stretches
where the track turns away from the
sea. The luxuriant vegetation
(temperate zone jungle?) seemed to
throw back its stored heat at us in
waves, but everything must come to
an end and we rejoined the main
trail in due course where we could
breathe more easily. Our pace
quickened now as we realised that
we must be very far behind the first
group whom we hadn’t seen since be
fore noon. So, on to the tree to
pick up our boots, grateful for the
downward gradient of the track now,
back through the watery woods and
finally there was the field, the
farmhouse and the cars parked by
the sea wall.

We made our apologies to our
waiting friends, and exchanged
enthusiastic accounts of the day’s
adventures before bundling into the
various cars and setting off for
home. But at least two carloads
stopped at Canning for a most enjoy
able supper, and although the drive
to Halifax passed quickly, it was
about 11.00 p.m. when we reached
the Museum. I think I may have set
some kind of a record by returning
to my home in Dartmouth at 11.20 pm,
having left 14½ hours earlier.
But it was a wonderful, wholly sat
isfying day, and I wouldn’t want to
have missed a single part of it.

Doris took the trouble to carry
home all our botanical finds and
later had positive identification
of the doubtful ones made by Alex
Wilson at the Museum. Thank you,
Alex.

Plant list — flowers in bloom or
budding:
Northern Coralroot; Oxalis;
Wild Sarsparilla; Violets - white,
mauve and Marsh Blue; Cinquefoil
Rose Twisted—stalk; White Mandarin;
White Toothwort (or Pepperwort);
Baneberry; Mountain Maple; Moose
Maple; Buttercups — Swamp, Hooked,
and Kidney—leaved; False Solomon’s
Seal ; Naked Mitrewort; Sedum;
Sweet Cecily; Marsh St.Johnswort;
Long-leaved Chickweed; Gol dthread;
Pearly Everlasting; One—flowered
Wintergreen; Blue—eyed Grass; Cornel;
Wild Lily-of-the—valley; Spring
Beauty; Starflower; Elderberry;
Strawberry; Clintonia; Bluet;
Grove Sandwort.

Ferns — list provided by Alex Wilson:
Botrynchium; Beech; Cinnamon;
Interrupted; New York; Hay—scented;
Christmas; Ostrich; Rocky Polypody;
Lady Fern; Silvery Spleenwort;
Spinulosa Woodfern; Oak; Marsh;
Bracken; Horsetail; Clubmoss.

Birds — Warblers — Black—throated
Green, Black—throated Blue, Magnolia~
Yellow-throat, Yellow-rumped,
Redstart, Ovenbird, Yellow, Parula,
Bay—breasted; Osprey; Swallows —

Barn and Bank; Rose-breasted Grosbeak
Sparrow — Song and Whitethroated;
Ruffed Grouse; Downy Woodpecker;
Raven; Purple Finch; Junco; Gulls -

Herring and Great Black—backed with
chicks; Doube—crested Cormorant;
Black Guillemot; Common Eider Ducks;
Thrush (?Swainson,? Hermit):

Animals - Harbour Porpose; Shrew;
Red Squirrel ; Chipmunk; Porcupine;
and, heard but not seen — a Spring
Peeper chorus at the end of the day.

Dorothy Morris.
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NEXT DEADLINE
25 October 1983~ for
November issue.
Mail contributions
to N.S. Museum OR
phone the Editor -

423—8607

The report concludes by recom
mending “that the Wood- property be
transferred to Parks Canada as an
adjunct to Kejimkujik National Park”.
The province has issued a pt~ess
release to the effect that it accepts
the Committee’s recommendations, but
negotiations to transfer the prop
erty to Parks Canada are apparently
still at an early stage.

Hal Mills.

PIPING PLOVER UPDATE —

Further to our feature in News—
latter #31, May ‘83, we now have
preliminary figures from Stephen
Flemming and Roland Chiasson which
indicate about 45 nesting pairs of
Piping Plovers in Nova Scotia this
year., (down from 47 last year and
75 in 1975), with approximately 13
pairs at St.Catherines River Beach
(Cadden Beach). In Antigonish
County, Mahoney’s Beach had 6 pairs
in 1977, 4 pairs in 1979 and 1980,
3 pairs in 1982, and one pair in
1983 - whose four egg nest was run
over by a Jeep!

The Report of the Independent
Committee on the Future Use of the
Wood Property, which includes the
St.Catherines River Beach nesting
area, has been released to th~
public. In it the Committee ~‘re—
commends maximum protection of
Cadden Bay Beach and the tidal flats
adjacent to the beach during the
breeding and nesting season of the
piping plover”, and makes a number
of other recommendations to restrict
vehicular traffic, etc.

P.S. - Filip Volckaert and I both
wrote to the Minister of Lands and
Forests in the spring, requesting
at least temporary protection for
the nesting Plovers. We received
individual replies in June both
advising that the road had been
blocked, signs erected and Depart
mental staff instructed to carry
out periodic patrols. Mention was
also made that the beach has been
designated as a protected beach
under the provisions of the Beaches
Preservation and Protection Act by
0..LC, 83-504 dated May 10, 1983,and
that “a decision regarding the use
of the Wood Property in the longer
term will be taken at a fairly early
date.

Doris Butters.

Footnote from the Catherine Trail
Nature Club newsletter ~. . . on St.
Lawrence River, Brossard, Quebec,
(Piping Plover) nesting site has
been bull-dozed and destroyed.”
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CRYSTAL CRESCENT BEACH -

Much more work than originally
imagined went into what evolved
into a mini—campaign. Major support
was received from the HFN at the
January meeting; in addition sever
al members actively participated in
getting more signatures on the
petition and in writing to the Hon.
George Henley expressing their
concern. Of all the politicians
made aware of this cause, only
Alexa McDonough (NDP) wrote to Hon.
George Henley supporting our view.
This wa5 especially lauclaDle as her
letter was dictated from her hosp
ital bed. Special thanks must go to
Ecology Action Centre,who from the
outset, gave unstinting’y of their
time and facilities. By April the
E.A.C. formally adopted beach pro
tection as another of their causes

encouraged to call Lands and Forests, and lent the full support and clout
or the RCMP and report any violation of the organisation to our cause.
and give the licence number of the
violators. Eric Malmberg.

UPDATE - 31 JULY,, 1983:

Letters sent to the Minister on
behalf of HFN and by Filip Volchaert
received replies assuring us that the
Department would do what they could,
within the limits of their budget, of
course, to alleviate the situation.
Later we received a follow-up letter
advising that boulders had been
planted, warning signs placed, and
...“to the extent possible, additional
patrolsof the site have been author—
i ze d.

Government is encouraging the
public to turn in licence numbers
of violators, a letter of warning
is then sent to the offenders.

Unfortunately, off—road vehicles
need not be licensed, but of course
the trailer or parent vehicle is,
and if observed, that licence number
can be given to L.and F. or RCMP. It
seems likely that in the not too
distant future, all vehicles may
have to be licensed.

All a bit nebulous, perhaps, and
all too dependent on the fiscal
position, but at least it is a step
in the right direction.

Eric also comments on the fact
that there is evidence of regular
work—crews cleaning up the place a
little.

After months of phone calls,
letters, and a 400—signature peti
tion delivered in April, the govern
ment finally re—ringed the parking
lot at Crystal Crescent with
boulders, during the final three
days of June. Although not as im
posing as desired, the effort is
more than a nominal one, and at
the time of writing (mid—July) it
is effective. Fairly substantial
signs have been erected indicating
that vehicles are not permitted on
the beach and that violators will
be prosecuted. A leak was created
a few days after the re-ringing,
but was promptly plugged after I
called them. Trail bikes and poss
ibly motorcycles cannot be effect
ively barred, so the public is

Editor.



~n Search of the E~us~ve
Rock Vo~e

Fred Scott

- (Extracted from “THE OCCASIONAL”
Journal published by Nova Scotia
Museum — Vol. 7: #1, Fall 1981)

Rock voles are large mice, five to seven inches long,
about a quarter of which is tail. They are closely
related to meadow voles, the common “field mice” of
Nova Scotia, but instead of being dark grey-brown all
over, the fur on the nose and cheeks is bright tawny
orange. They also differ from meadow voles in tooth
structure. An interesting thing about rock voles is that
until 1974 they were not known to live anywhere in
Nova Scotia. The nearest known populations were in
northern New Brunswick and the Gaspé Peninsula.
Equally interesting, for similar reasons, is the Gaspé
shrew. This is a tiny mammal, about four inches long
overall, with half that ~length being a thin tail. It has
tiny eyes, ears just visible above the short grey fur,
and a very long, slende~ pointed snout. As the name
indicates, it was first described in 1924 from the Gaspé
Peninsula and was thought to be restricted to that area
until one specimen was trapped on Mount Carleton in
northern New Brunswick in 1963. Even then it was
considered one of the rarest of North American
mammals, there being less than 20 specimens in
museum collections on this continent. In 1974 Gaspé
shrews were also found in Nova Scotia.

At this point the reader will doubtless conclude that
if two unexpected species were discovered here as
recently as that, we couldn’t have known our small
mammals very well, and the reader will be right. In

fact, Nova Scotia is one of the less well known parts of
North America as far as small mammals are concerned,
and these two species were not the only recent and
unexpected finds in the province. In 1971 the first
really systematic and intensive mammal survey ever
made in Nova Scotia was carried out in Kejimkujik
National Park, and revealed that southern flying
squirrels were present. Southern flying squirrels are
widespread in the eastern United States but extend
only as far north as southern Maine. The population in
Kejimkujik Park is thus quite isolated, and coexists
with the northern flying squirrel, a larger species
which is common throughout Nova Scotia.

In 1974, an intensive survey of Cape Breton
Highlands National Park revealed that rock voles and
Gaspé shrews occurred in several localities. Two years
later a shrew that Barry Wright and I had collected on
Kelly’s Mountain, Victoria County, in 1971 was
identffied as a Gaspé shrew by C.G. van Zyll de Jong
of the National Museum of Natural Sciences, National
Museums of Canada.

These new discoveries attracted the attention of
other mammalogists and in the summer of 1979 Dr.
Gordon L. Kirkland, Jr., of Shippensburg State
College in Pennsylvania, spent several weeks

collecting in Nova Scotia. One of the sites he trapped
was the valley of the Northeast Margaree River on the
west side of Sugarloaf Mountain. He captured rock
voles on both sides of the river. When he told me of
his find, I visited one’of his sites with John Gilhen and
Barry Wright that fall, and in spite of very inclement
weather we caught a Gaspé shrew, though we didn’t
get any rock voles.

It was becoming obvious that these two species
were more widely distributed than anyone had
thought. The big question was: why hadn’tthey been
discovered long ago? After all, Cape Breton Island had
been more thoroughly collected than most other parts
of Nova Scotia, mainly in the 1930s and 1950s, and at
least one mammalogist had trapped within a mile or
two of the Northeast Margaree site where rock voles
were discovered in 1979.

The answer to this question is complex, and involves
human behavior as well as biological circumstances. I’ll
deal first with the biological side. Rock voles and
Gaspé shrews have relatively narrow, and very similar,
habitat requirements. In this region they are found
only where there are abundant loose boulders or
frost-fractured outcrops of bedrock on steep slopes.
They also need mature hardwood forest dominated by
sugar maple and yellow birch, with a ground cover of
ferns, mosses and herbaceous plants. This forest type
is not rare, but the occurrence of steep boulder fields
along with the right kind of forest is an infrequent
combination. The rockiness of a hillside depends
largely on how steep it is and what kind of rock is
present. Usually on steep slopes in Cape Breton
Island, if the right kind of forest is present there are
no rocks, and when the rocks are there the forest
cover is often the wrong kind. So suitable habitats are
localized and often widely separated.

Another factor is the relatively low population leveli
of these two species in places where they occur. There
are always other species present, and in much greater
numbers. As far as can be estimated from trapping
results, rock voles and Gaspé shrews together
probably never make up more than 5 percent. of ~-~
Furthermore, in order to have the best chance of
catching them the traps must be set far underneath or
between the rocks, and not out on the surface.

At this point I must digress in ord~r to exp1àfi~?ñë
of the basic principles of small mammal trapping. Until
now I have perhaps given the impression that you can
set traps here and there and catch pretty well
whatever is present. It isn’t that simple. Different
species of small mammals, have varying responses to

~something new in their environment, such as a trap,
and within a species there are individual differences in
response to traps, no matter how good the bait smells.
As is true with people, some small mammals are timid
and others are adventurous. What this means to the



trapper is that in any population there will be a group.
of individuals adventurous enough to sample the bait.
the first night, a group of individuals which will
sample the bait on the second or third night (after
getting used to the presence of the trap) and a third
group so shy or timid that its members may never
approach the trap at all. This last group sometimes
may be a majority. The more traps are set, the better
the chance of catching at least one of each species
present. As a hypothetical example, if Gaspé shrews
comprise 5 percent of the total small mammal
population (a liberal estimate) and if only 10 percent of
the small mammals present could be expected to be
caught on any single night (another liberal estimate),
then to have even a one-percent chance of catching a
Gaspe shrew, you would have to set 200 traps.
Probability being what it is, that is still no guarantee
you would catch one. When trapping the Northeast
Margaree valley site in 1979, we had over 200 traps
set for three consecutive nights and the single Gaspé
shrew was not caught until the last night That is more

~> than 6Wtrap-nights for one Gaspé shrew.

Now we come to the human factors. There are
customs and fashions in the study of mammals, just as
there are in other human affairs. They change with the
assimilation of new knowledge, but not very rapidly. It
wasn’t until about forty or fifty years ago that many
mammal collectors bothered to record the habitat in

~which the specimen 5was caught. They usually
recorded only the name of the closest town, leaving
other people few clues as to whether the mammal was
collected up a tree on the mountain three miles away
or was stepped on by a horse in the downtown livery
stable. Since no new mammals had been discovered in
Nova Scotia for decades, there was a tendency to
assume that there was nothing to be discovered. There
was no reason to believe that you could catch anything
on those steep rocky hardwood slopes that you
couldn’t also catch where the going was easier. Those
slopes are hard to get around on because of their
steepness, and they are also dangerous, because the
boulders are often loose and unstable and readily roll
out from underfoot, even though they appear solid and
secure. Mammalogists tended to say to themselves,
“No way am I going to scramble around up there — I’ll
set my traps down here.”

Since setting and checking traps is only part of the
task, mammal collectors also had to give themselves
enough time to prepare the specimens they captured.
Skillful people can prepare two or three skins in an
hour, but if they wished to sleep and eat (most people
do), as well as tend their traplines, they could only
hope to prepare an absolute maximum of 15 to 20

skins a day, working flat-out. Knowing that probably
one out of every 8 to 10 traps will catch something
each night, they usually set just enough traps to keep
themselves reasonably busy, and they often spread
them around as well (ten traps here, twenty way over
there, fifteen down by the stream) instead of
concentrating on a single site. It becomes clear that
even if some of these collectors had trapped the right
places, the likelihood of catching the rarest species
present was extremely small.

So the search began. I looked at maps and picked
out 67 easily reached steep valleys in Cape Breton
Island and in June 1981 John Gilhen and I spent a
week looking at all of them closely. Only four sites had
all the requirements for the presence of Gaspé shrews
or rock voles, and in August we went to the first of
these, Lewis Brook, about 8 miles northeast of
Whycocomagh. Having learned the value of intensive
trapping, we set an average of 390 traps each night
during the four days we were there. On the second
night we caught a rock vole, on the third night we
caught a Gaspé shrew, and on the fourth night we
caught another rock vole.. Two weeks later, feeling
very optimistic, we went to Wreck Cove Brook, about
8 miles south of Cape Smokey, and on the first night,
with 288 traps set, we caught two rock voles. On the
second night we caught two more, as well as a Gaspé
shrew. At this point we removed all the traps, since I
only wanted to know if the two species were present,
and didn’t wish to decimate the populations. ~.

If there is anything to be learned from the rock vole
story, it is that elusiveness is often simply a lack of
knowledge. Rock voles are certainly restricted in their
distribution, but if you know what their habitat
requirements are, and if you look in the right places,
you will probably find them.

Rock voles aren’t so elusive after all.O

FRED SCOTT loSs been part of the curatorial staff
of the Nova Scotia hiu.seum since 1965, in charge of
the bird and small mammal collections. In 1971 he
began field mark on small mammals in Nova Scotia
and annually gives a lecture on what we do nct knew
about thai topic, to Dr. Donald C. Dodde’ class in
mamrnalogy at Acadia University. As a CU5O
volunteer. Fred Scott was Curator of Natural History,
National Museum of Papua New Guinea, 1975-1977.
lie has done the scient(fic illust rations for several
publications of the Nova Scotia Muse,,m, the latest
being Curatorial Report Number 45, Distributions,
Habitats and Vulnerability of Amphibians, Reptiles,
and Small Native Mammals in Nova Scotia (published
in January 1981) of which Fred is co-author with John
Cilhen, also of the Nova Scotia Museum Science
Section. (Illustrations by the author)

Gasp4 shrew (Sores gaspensis)

Rock vole (Microtus chrotorrhinus)



THE GREAT CANADIAN OUTBACK
by J. Robert Janes ©1978,
published by Douglas and
McIntyre Ltd., 1875 Welch Street,
North Vancouver, B.C.

“One tottc.h o.~ Na-tuiLe. make4 the
whoLe won~id Fz-~n”, said Shakespeare.

Ruskin put it differently,
“Nature is painting for us day by
day pictures of infinite beauty if
only we have eyes ~,o see them.
John Muir was frank and more to the
point, “When one tug4 a-t a 4-LvtgLe.
th~Lng ~Ln natu~’Le, he f~nd4 ~U a-tt
ac.hed ~to .the .‘te~-t o~ the won.Ld.”

These words by famous writers
might well be taken for mottos by
field naturalists and students of
natural history. While written long
years ago, they are well worth
noting today. They were brought to
mind by a book I have just finished
reading; the final paragraphs I will
quote later, as to my mind they
present a conclusion suited to the
previous quotations.

Having been on many nature walks
and outings with field naturalists,
I have noticed that they study, with
keen appreciation, the proverbial

birds, the bees and the
flowers”. The flora and fauna of
sea beaches are also closely exam
ined for the most minute form of
1 i fe.

But - and I’ve often asked my
self this question - how many give
a thought to the ground on which
they walk? The book I am review
ing, The Great Canadian Outback is
by Robert Janes, a professional
writer and photographer as well as
a field geologist and mining
engi fleer.

This book would be an invaluable
aid to anyone driving across Canada,
as the author describes in pictures
and story many of the most inter
esting geological features of this
land of ours.

One such place is Five Islands in
Nova Scotia, an area of lovely
scenery, but of an incredible age.
The Cape Breton Highlands are also
covered. In pictures and text the
author shows how this vast land
has changed in the past, and is
constantly, if slowly, changing still.

This is a delightful book for
those looking for something new and
interesting to study, but the author
leaves us with a message less poet
ic than the first three quotations,
but a stern one which should be
heeded by all.

“When I began ~th-L4 ptojec.t Lt wa4
neve~ my £ntention -to eJ~the~t embn.oLe
the n.eaden. £n a mo~’z.a44 o~ tec.hn~L cat
jafl.gon o~ -to ovenwhetm wLth -the 4heeiL,
b~’~u-taL 4.-Lze o~ th-~.4 Land. Rathe~’~, 1
chooe to ~oc.u~ on -the h~ghLLgh.t4 o~
oun. hL~.ton.y and .to conc.en-t.’Late on
czn.ea4 and 4cene4 mo4.t o~ u4 at one
t~Lme. O”L anothen. wouLd be abLe -to
.oee... In 8)tLt~4h Cotumb.-La, the eLty
o~ Vancou.ven. expand4 wantonLy ove)L
.the ~e’t.t-LLe pta.Ln o~ -the F.’Laoe.’L
Vetta £n4tead o~ buLed.Lng on mount
a.Ln 4Lope4 .that a.’Le un4u.Ltabte ~o.’L
~cLn.m~ng. Thou..4anct4 o~ acAe4 o~ p)L~me
Lv~.epLac.eabLe ~u..LtLand4 £n -the
IV~aga.’ta Pen.i..n4u.PLa a)Le Lo~t to -the.
gn.eed o~ 4pe Laton.4, devetope.’L4, and
Loc.aL pot-Lt.Lc.Lan4. Eve~ywhe~’Le you.
Look .the 4ame Ls .tn.ue. CouLd we no.t
pLan -to bu.I.Ld ou.’~ c-Lt~e4 - new one4
L~~ç need be - on Lei~ vaLuabLe Land?
In On.tai~o and Quebee, pan.t.Lcutan.Ly,
the ShieLd oUen.4 po4oLbLUt~Le4. You.
can’t g~ow good -Ln quanti..ty .the.’Le;
the .oo-U4 and -the cLLrnate 4~rnpLy
negate 4uc.h thought.. Avo.-Ld the
4ce.n~.c 4pot4 - 4ave them ~ a ‘Le
4p.Lte ~om c~v~L~zat~on - and u4e
.-Ln4tead 4orne o~ Logan’l FundamentaL
GneLoo...
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WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY AWARDS -

Ducks Unlimited (Canada) is
sponsoring a national wild—
life photography competition to
increase the public’s awareness
of the importance of wetland
habi tat conservation.

Amateur and professional photo
graphers are invited to submit, on
or before November 30, 1983, high
quality colour transparencies
under three categories: Waterfowl
Species, Marshland Wildlife and
Marshland Values. Because of the
non-profit nature, special certi
ficates of achievement and prints
are the only tangible prizes
offered.

Copies of the brochure and
entry form are available from:

DU Canada Wildlife Photography
Awards,

1190 Waverley Street
Winnipeg, Man., R3T 2E2

or by contacting the local Ducks
Unlimited Canada office.

---oOo--

Notice from PARKSCAN, Aug.1983 -

As part of an ongoing nation
wide program to encourage Canadian
participation in the management of
our national parks, Parks Canada
invites the public to attend a
series of open houses to discuss a
management plan for Nova Scotia’s
Cape Breton Highlands National Park.

The first series will be held in
October 1983, in communities near
the park and in Sydney and Halifax
to discuss and exchange information
on park resources and use, park
purpose and objectives, and the
management planning process.

Documents available: Newsletter #1,
Contact: D.A. MacEachern

Superintendent
C.B.Highlands National Pk.
Ingonish Beach
Cape Breton, N.S. BOC 1LO

If any HFN’ers attend one of
these ‘open houses’, we’d welcome a
report on it for the Newsletter

ON THE SHELF -

New issues of Nature Canada and
several Newsletters from other nature
groups — PEI, Blomidon, Saint John
and Catherine Tra ill - are on the
library shelf in the foyer of the
Nova Scotia Museum

Each contains at least one item
of general interest - New Brunswick
Naturalist has a storybn the spread
the African Cattle Egret, a small
white heron associated with herds
of buffalo, elephant and other large
man’mals in Africa and Asia, now re
ported in all the provinces of Canada,
N.W.T. and Alaska.

Nature Canada features some mag
nificent photographs in “Water Music
as well as the results of this year’~
N.C. Photo Contest.(Wonder if it is
too early to think about giving a
subscription to Nature Canada as a
Christmas Gift?).

One of the main features is the
first in a 4-part series by Michael
Keating, environmental reporter for
the Globe and Mail,dealing with “The
Crisis in Our Forests”. Due in part
to poor forestry management practice

~.the growing shortage of timber for
0’commercial purposes is also posing

a threat to our parkiands. Timber
companies are complaining that park
expansion plans will tie up even
more wood that they need to keep
operating. Parks or pulp?
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All HFN meeting are held in the Auditorium, Nova Scotia Museum, 1747
Summer Street, Halifax, on the first Thursday of each month throughout
the year. All meetings are open to the public. HFN members and
their guests are welcome on field trips.

Spating can be arr~anged for those without cars, but help with the gas
would be much appreciated. Thank you.

TI4URS.OCt.6 KLUANE * The pristine beauty of an alpine meadow where
8 pm. NSM very few people have ever visited. Mar Primrose will

share with us some of her experiences during a recent
trip to Kluane National Park in the Yukon.

SAT. Oct.15. AUTUMN WOODS - A morning walk in the woods around Frog Pond
9.30 am. in ~Jollimore. Bring a snack. Pierre Ta E? will lead
NSM carpark. us.

SUi~. Oct. 30 CRANBERRIES - MARSH and 1U0 FLATS - a trip to Clam Harbour to pick
8.4b am. NSM cranberries and look at the marsh area with its natural levees. Low tide
carpark. is at 9 a.m., so we may eve” get to dig a few clams. Riry Primrose knows

where the best berries grow. You9l need a luncn and stJ~ààt~ã~.

THURS. Nov.3. NATURAL HISTORY OF NOVA SCOTIA - Tim_Randall will show
8 pm. NSM. sowe of his favourite slides on the various aspects of our

natural history, and invite your comments on the subject
matter of this wide variety of slides.

SUN. Nov. 6. SHORE BIRDS AND WATER FOWL around LawrencetoWn. Binoculars,
8 am. NSM sturdy footwear and a good lunch are recommended.
carpark. Eric Cooke will lead us.

SAT. Nov. 26 A GEOLOGY WALK - Keith Wade will lead us on this walk to
9 am. NSM the Noel Shore area to see some of the interesting rock
carpark. formations. Bring lunch, and it might be wise to dress

warmly.

THURS. Dec.1. DESERT LIrE — Boojuins. Hedgehogs, Teddy Bears and Other
8 pm. NSM. Denizens of the Arizona-Sonora Desert A slide talk by

Leigh Mazariy on her ~ecent trip to Arizona.

No December field tril’. Have a safe and happy Christmas.

THLJRS. Jan.5 THE COMING REVOLUTION IN ASTRONOMY - Ran J_i~~~_ of S.M.U.
8 pm. NSM. Astronomy Department,will be our guest speaker for the

evening, and of cours’. show ~owe of his slides.

JANUARY A VISIT TO ThC PLANETARIUM in Sir James Dunn I~uilding.
Daihousie University,~iith Debbie_Bur]_eson to guide us
through the night skies of Nova Scotia. At time of writing
we had not made a fixed arrangement, but look for a mid
week evening around the middle of the month.




